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ABSTRACT

Using the therraodynamic local potential * a single variations!

principle may be formulated for a broad class of pattern formation phenomena

(thin ulttS'.; contains patterns which are: macroscopic, possess steady states,

are degenerate at least with respect to one parameter, approach the steady

state via fluctuations in the coarsly grained (macroscopic) phase space and

so have no memory of the initial conditions). When a steady state is reached

$ assumes its minimum value with respect to distribution function and a maximum

with respect to the actually assumed values of free parameters}.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The thermodynamic local potential [l] is a functional depending on

distribution functions like temperature distribution, concentration distribution

etc. Its Euler-Lagrange equations are balance equations of the corresponding

quantities i.e. of heat, of mass etc. Normally, to find a distribution function

we have to solve a corresponding differential equation. It was proposed that

instead of doing this we can use it as a functional of a variational method [2]

directly finding a sought for distribution function by some appropriate

numerical method (like(for example, the Raileigh-Ritz variational finite element

method [3],I!1*]). To illustrate this let us see how the method works in the

case of a steady state diffusion in a binary diluted (henrian) solution.

The thermodynamic local potential in this case has a sijnple form:

= jL <4V/
(i)

where

L =

p is the chemical potential, D diffusion coefficient (with respect to

chemical potential gradient), T temperature and V volume in which the diffusion

takes place. The Euler-Lagrange equation of the functional * is the mass

balance equation

•=O

but only on the condition that:

-O
A

where A is the surface enveloping the volume V.

(2)

(3)

The index "o" in D marks the requirement that the diffusion coefficient
u

is not subject to variation. Subsequently it is not necessary neither in

Eq. (2) nor in Eq. (3)
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2. THE PURPOSE OF THIS PAPER

The pattern formation problems in most cases are the free 'boundary

probleas^[5],[6],[T].[S]- It is the purpose of this to show that

-requirement (3) can in this case be satisfied ao that the thermo-

dynamic local potential cun still be used for calculating

' distribution functions.

r..,.- the general optimization procedure - as proposed by Kirkaldy [5] ,[6],

.., , [T],[8] - can be carried out also using the same potential.

•• Jit, the following we shall limit our analysis to the purely dissipative

and steady state processes. Otherwise E!q. (6) would not be true.

3, THERMODYNAMTC LOCAL POHTIAL IH THE DISSIPATION FIELD OF PATTERN

FORMING GY3TKMS

Before generalising let us look at the frequently discussed example of

pearlite {isothermally obtained [5],[6]).

Eq. (3) is satisfied on the contour ABCD as (see Fig. 1)

V Al) along AD and BC because of the symmetry requirements (see for

example L9] or [lOl) graddiT"1) = 0,

A2) on DC d(uT ) = 0 sufficiently far from the interphase,

~ )
n,,.,.-,

the interphase^i.e. on AB 5(uT~ ) = 0 as p = u(CYa) or

V - y(C )i.e. values imposed by appropriate phase dlitgramn (read-off for

given undercoolings as for equilibrium temperatures - as done for example in

-:[-5']-V'-[93 or [10])

B. Generalization
riic V.I.-Ar,)

,,. ;-.,,,„, oj It seems that $ may be used for i:;ildiluting the distribution functions

..Jfbsrsver - in the case of pattern formating phenomena - dissipation takes place

.A1!..,̂  ..field overlapping with the domain over which the distribution functions are

defined. Furthermore it seems that the conditions Al, A2 and A3 specified in

_ii£iL̂ _A_..6.bove, may be satisfied also in a more general case. In particular;

t,9PHjJ3Ljfcfj.pl? <".l) this condition may always be fulfilled sufficiently ''nr f-™ i.;;--

pattern cvter limity.
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conditlort A2) the patterns studied so far are cyclic, a.11 fluxes must therefore

be symmetrically balanced,

condition A3) computational use of tj, would be excluded only where there is no

local equilibrium along the patterns interphase. Such a case was reported only

once [b] for a cellular growth evenio some other authors tried to model such a

growth assuming this equilibrium [ll),[12].

U. THERMODYNAMIC LOCAL POTENTIAL AS A FUNCTIONAL OF A GENERAL MAXIMIZATION

PROCEDURE TOR PREDICTING THE PATTERN PARAMETERS

In the most general case the thermodynamic local potential has the

form [l]:

V
where the "Lagrangian" L is a function of n distribution functions ''^.

There are two parallel sets of these functions: f and f one is subject

to variation the other is not. However, optimizing with resnect to pattern

parameters X - and not with respect to the distribution functions - the

uiatinction between f and f Is irrelevant. In this rase we can write
n n

(5)

Also in this case only, according to the definition of $ [l]:

i '
2 (6)

where S. is the global entropy production rate. The optimization procedure can
i »

now be carried out either withthe use of $ or S^:

(T)
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A general variational principle for pattern formation problems

•,.;,,, .uTftej-range of triplication of the functional 4. for calculation of

disft̂ ivY1*̂ ^0''1 functions is a very broad one [l] - not limited only to the strictly

linear phenomena. 4 for real distributions always assumes the minimum value.

The function S. has been found to always assume the maximum value for the

steady state pattern parameters X (with one exception reported in [8], It

seems, however, that in this case the author has optimized the stored configuration

negentropy,and not the dissipated free energy. And they are not necessarily Just

the reverse sign quantities. This point, however, needs to he further elucidated).

Thus, it seems that a general variational principle could be formuliited:

if-iJiicf-'o&cOJiic steady state, pattern formation phenomena, belonging to a

iiLT̂ enci'att cla^^ witji at luast one free pattern parameter, the thermodynamic

local potential

A.1 assumes its minimum value for all the distribution functions

}•['? satisfying the steady state balance equations (i.e. for f = f-)j

B,' assumes its maximum value for the values of free pattern parameters

spontaneously reached in the steady state.
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Fig.l The pearlite case. The phase transition from Y

phase to (a+p) phase. Eq.(3) holds good on the

contour ABCD.


